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ChatBOTs to Supercharge Their
Online Banking
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Create friction-free online customer
Provide more cost-effective customer
service while enhancing quality

•

Elevate digital banking experience for
customers

Charged with enhancing the digital banking experience for its customers, Eastern Bank’s head of customer
service originally thought that mandate meant heavy development work, months of implementation time and
a big bang style launch. But by partnering with Vee24, the country’s oldest and largest mutual bank was able
to launch chatbots for targeted, relevant use cases such as online appointment booking in a matter of days.
These AI-powered chatbots proved critical for providing seamless, remote customer service during the spring
of 2020 - one of the most challenging times in the institution’s 200-year history and for the banking industry
as a whole. Then and now, the bank is enhancing its reputation for outstanding customer relationships and
extending it beyond in-person service to the online experience as well.
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A rich history of serving New England’s banking needs
Headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts. Eastern Bank’s network of 80 branches provides retail and
commercial banking and investment services for consumers and businesses of all sizes. It also provides
wealth management and insurance through its Eastern Wealth Management division and Eastern Insurance
Group subsidiary. With over $14 billion in assets under management, Eastern Bank has a strong reputation
among its customers and deep roots in the communities in which it operates. In 2019, Eastern Bank ranked
as the number one SBA lender in New England for the 10th consecutive year.
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“People are thinking about bots being allencompassing, life-changing, corporate changing,
‘this is going to change the face of everything’. But,
if you think about what’s really taking up time,
creating friction for employees, creating friction for
the customer, those customer journeys are what
you go after. Stop trying to be the most innovative
person in the universe and start with what really
helps your customers.”

Solved customer’s issues entirely. The bots
reliably pointed people to pages on the website
for information and help regarding loans and
government sponsored programs. Some 17%
of customers found that the bot was able to
handle every question they had.
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Confidence in chatbots soars, and
ideas for new ones multiply
Seeing how quickly customers took to the bots and

get stale,” Allen said. “Vee24 has been great with
pushing us toward that. You have to be participatory
in this in a different way.”

brought more highly targeted use cases to Allen’s

Ready to take complex,
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team to support their specific area of the business.

Allen now plans to introduce video banking with

As interest in chatbots grew, more people across the

secure collaboration by turning on more Vee24

bank were asking, “can the bot do this … promote this

functionality including live video chat, co-browsing,

… tell people that?”

and co-form fill, By taking on use cases that are

their levels of satisfaction with the technology as well
as the operational results for the bank, other leaders

typically paper-based and handled in person– things
“It was very nice to be approached by my colleagues

like walking through a mortgage loan application

about different ways that bots can provide

– the bank can offer an immersive customer

assistance,” Allen said. “…With the pandemic, the

experience that builds trust and brings the in-branch

bots really helped and demonstrated the power of

experience online.

automating parts of the customer journey. Now bots
are known as a tool we can really use.”

Starting small makes a big
difference to customers
Allen recommends starting with five to 10 use
cases – areas where there is friction for employees
or the customer. Eastern Bank relies on Vee24’s
team of experts to help define and refine those use
cases, so that when the chatbots are launched, they

The cloud-based Vee24 platform is extensible,
customizable and doesn’t require weeks or months
of development and integration that many in the
banking industry are used to. As a result, it has
become Eastern Banks’s centerpiece for enhancing
the digital customer experience because the
speed at which it can be implemented is a huge
competitive differentiator.

‘In a constantly-evolving, faster-paced world, we
continued to introduce ways for our customers
to reach us anytime, anywhere, and on-demand.
We piloted a new virtual sales and servicing
platform, allowing consumers to interact
with customer service representatives on our
website with chatbots and one- and two-way
videos. The introduction of E-Sign capabilities

“I thought more of our digital enhancements would
be done through direct website enhancements. But,
websites in general can sometimes be too much
like a brochure. Something can be informative, but
not necessarily interactive,” Allen said. “With Vee24,

allowed customers to apply and close on loans
remotely.’
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we can pivot all the time. We can rapidly deploy. I
was presenting Vee24 with emergency use cases
during the pandemic and they built it.”
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